
Question 1:  Do you believe that The Wigboroughs need their own 

Village Hall or Community Centre regardless of whether it is sited in 

School Lane or elsewhere?  
 

 

Ref Y/N                                          Comment 
1 YES I believe the community would benefit from a Village Hall / Community 

Centre and should be sited in the existing building. 
2 YES Yes I do believe that The Wigboroughs need a place for the Community 

to meet.  However I believe that with the new facilities at St Stephens 

Church this is adequate for their needs, together with the facilities 

provided by Peldon Village Hall. 
3 NO No comment 
4 - No comment 
5 NO I consider a Village Hall would not get sufficient use.  The community is 

too small.  The congregation at the local churches are a fine example.  

Could the churches not be used for certain functions that would have 

been held at a Village Hall? 
6 NO I consider a Village Hall would not get sufficient use.  The community is 

too small.  The congregation at the local churches are a fine example.  

Could the churches not be used for certain functions that would have 

been held at a Village Hall? 
7 NO In my 20 years of living here I have seen insufficient interest in 

community activities to justify a Wigboroughs Village Hall.  I do not 

believe we could raise the funding to provide one, get the commitment 

from enough individuals to do the hard work of making it happen or 

generate enough activities to make it sustainable.  In trying to do so we 

would drain financial resources from other nearby Village Halls which can 

serve our needs adequately. 
8 NO The population of the Wigboroughs has declined dramatically over the 

last 50 years and a new village hall would in my opinion be unsustainable 

partly due to this decline and also to present day activities which are 

more home based than communal. 
9 YES The Wigboroughs in an ideal world should have their own location where 

the community is able to meet and hold events 
10 YES I believe that The Wigboroughs should have their own Village 

Hall/Community Centre as this facility would have the potential to 

improve aspects of the life of many local residents.  Currently it appears 

to me that most local facilities are centred on Peldon and the 

Wigboroughs appear to be missing out.  A Village Hall could provide the 

opportunity to create activities that would be of benefit to Wigborough 

residents. 



11 YES I think a Village Hall used for the benefit of the community will create a 

more friendly and caring village.  Needs to be in the existing building. 
12 YES Preferably sited in School Lane.  Especially needed for aged residents 

with no buses, no cars and busy roads for walking. 
13 NO As there are already Village Halls in Peldon and Salcott this seems 

overkill.  Village Halls have lost their purpose in the age of improved 

communications. 
14 YES I think Wigborough needs its own Hall. 
15 NO Survey done – no-one was interested. Harvest Supper once a year would 

not cover costs. 
16 NO Not enough people available to support such an establishment.  No 

funding for build or rates etc. 
17 YES Since there is no village pub or shop there is nowhere that villagers can 

meet up other than the church and it would be lovely to have something 

which could be used by everyone. 
18 NO I see no need for a Village Hall, I think most clubs etc that may have 

used the hall have moved on to other venues. 
19 NO I see no need for a Village Hall, I think most clubs etc that may have 

used the hall have moved on to other venues. 
20 YES We feel that Great Wigborough needs a community meeting place.  We 

appreciate that these will not be used every week for events and in view 

of this, a fully-fitted village hall may be a wasted resource.  St Stephen’s 

Church has recently had a wet area (limited kitchen facilities) and toilet 

installed.  If this is used in conjunction with the main body of the Church, 

this may prove to be an adequate facility for use as a community centre. 
21 YES We feel that Great Wigborough needs a community meeting place.  We 

appreciate that these will not be sued every week for events and in view 

of this, a fully-fitted village hall may be a wasted resource.  St Stephen’s 

Church has recently had a wet area (limited kitchen facilities) and toilet 

installed.  If this is used in conjunction with the main body of the Church, 

this may prove to be an adequate facility for use as an a community 

centre. 
22 YES A village needs a central meeting point and a place for local functions 
23 YES The Wigboroughs needs a Village Hall of its own, independent of other 

villages 
24 YES I remember using the Village Hall for birthday parties, jumble sales, 

flower competitions and all sorts.  I actually have no idea who lives in our 

villages now! 



25 YES I do believe that the Wigboroughs need a community centre and following 

the re-organisation of St Stephen’s church to offer toilet facilities and a 

wet area (kitchen facilities) at enormous expense I feel we could use the 

venue for a number of community functions which both the Friends of 

the Wigboroughs and PCC have already successfully done. 
26 YES A village hall forms the basis of a community, bringing the people 

together. 
27 NO No comment. 
28 NO In our opinion there is no need for one as any activity can be carried our 

in Peldon Village Hall or the Church. 
29 NO In our opinion there is no need for one as any activity can be carried our 

in Peldon Village Hall or the Church. 
30 YES The facilities at St Stephen’s Church could be the answer to this 

provided they are available to the whole village regardless of faith etc.  

But the issue of car parking space needs thinking about. New governance 

arrangements would be needed separate from the Church.  In the 

absence of a proper agreement do nothing then the village will come back 

to it.   
31 YES The facilities at St Stephen’s Church could be the answer to this 

provided they are available to the whole village regardless of faith etc.  

But the issue of car parking space needs thinking about. New governance 

arrangements would be needed separate from the Church.  In the 

absence of a proper agreement do nothing then the village will come back 

to it.   
32 NO I don’t think enough people would use the facility and it will become a 

huge drain on local resources to benefit the minority.  I believe it will end 

up costing too much to the tax payer. 
33 YES Every village should retain a Village Hall or Community Centre.  Whatever 

uses that building has it still serves as a focal point for the individual 

community that it represents.  These buildings represent the heart of 

the community and should be retained for future generations. 
34 YES It would be nice to have somewhere to have get togethers with the 

village. 
35 NO Where would the money come from to run such a facility in the long term.  

I don’t think a Wigborough community centre or village hall is viable. 
36 YES As the present village hall has been deemed to be unsafe for use for 

many years we miss and lack a suitable meeting place for the Wigborough 

Community.  We need a new hall or community centre with a play area and 

ample parking.  In my opinion the people of the Wigboroughs would 

support the venture and make it viable. 
37 YES I feel the Wigboroughs should have a village hall and be re-instated in 

School Lane. 



38 NO Already local village halls within the area. 
39 NO Probably unnecessary as there are several in close proximity. 
40 NO No need for a village hall as there are several within the local area. 
41 NO If the church can fulfil the role of the focus for the community then 

“NO”.  Another purpose for the land may allow the community to come 

together equally as well. 
42 NO If the church can fulfil the role of the focus for the community then 

“NO”.  Another purpose for the land may allow the community to come 

together equally as well. 
43 NO We think the added facilities to the Church are adequate for the needs 

of our sparse and scattered community. 
44 NO We think the added facilities to the Church are adequate for the needs 

of our sparse and scattered community. 
45 YES No comment. 
46 NO As far as I know there has been no such interest in the last 20 years and 

I cannot envisage this is likely to change. 
47 YES We think that there should be some sort of community centre but the 

size of the community could not support a dedicated building.  It would 

need to be a shared facility. 
48 YES We think that there should be some sort of community centre but the 

size of the community could not support a dedicated building.  It would 

need to be a shared facility. 
49 YES I think the money after selling should be used to improve church 

facilities, kitchen etc or new village hall. 
50 YES Since there is no village pub or shop there is nowhere that villagers can 

meet up other than the church and it would be lovely to have something 

which could be used by everyone. 
51 YES The village needs a hall so there is a suitable meeting place. To try and 

give the village a heart as we have no shop/pub etc. 
52 NO As far as I know there has been no such interest in the last 20 years and 

I cannot envisage this is likely to change. 
53 NO As far as I know there has been no such interest in the last 20 years and 

I cannot envisage this is likely to change. 
 


